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Abstract: Advanced microsystems widely used in integrated optoelectronic devices, energy harvest-
ing components, and microfluidic lab-on-chips require high-aspect silicon microstructures with a
precisely controlled profile. Such microstructures can be fabricated using the Bosch process, which is
a key process for the mass production of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) devices. One can
measure the etching profile at a cross-section to characterize the Bosch process quality by cleaving
the substrate into two pieces. However, the cleaving process of several neighboring deeply etched
microstructures is a very challenging and uncontrollable task. The cleaving method affects both the
cleaving efficiency and the metrology quality of the resulting etched microstructures. The standard
cleaving technique using a diamond scriber does not solve this issue. Herein, we suggest a highly
controllable cross-section cleaving method, which minimizes the effect on the resulting deep etching
profile. We experimentally compare two cleaving methods based on various auxiliary microstruc-
tures: (1) etched transverse auxiliary lines of various widths (from 5 to 100 µm) and positions; and
(2) etched dashed auxiliary lines. The interplay between the auxiliary lines and the etching process
is analyzed for dense periodic and isolated trenches sized from 2 to 50 µm with an aspect ratio of
more than 10. We experimentally showed that an incorrect choice of auxiliary line parameters leads
to silicon “build-up” defects at target microstructures intersections, which significantly affects the
cross-section profile metrology. Finally, we suggest a highly controllable defect-free cross-section
cleaving method utilizing dashed auxiliary lines with the stress concentrators.

Keywords: Bosch process; DRIE of Silicon; MEMS; cross-section cleaving

1. Introduction

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) are versatile microdevices that are widely
used in many areas of human life from scientific research to industry [1–3]. Silicon mi-
crotechnology based on microelectronic techniques [4] is the key mass production fabrica-
tion method for creating microsystems. Compared to planar integrated circuits, MEMS 3D
devices are always characterized by unique design (structures size and shape), individual
materials stack, and device-friendly fabrication technology. Usually, highly sensitive state-
of-the-art MEMS devices require forming a high aspect ratio (more than 20) microstructures
with precisely controlled profiles [5,6]. The Bosch process is one of the most popular pro-
cesses for deep anisotropic reactive ion etching of silicon, which has many modifications
and allows one to make high aspect ratio microstructures [7–10]. The main Bosch process
optimization parameters are the elimination of etching defects (“micrograss”, wall erosion,
and wall roughness), etching rate nonuniformity, profile angle control over the wafer, etc.
In addition, one should pay attention to ARDE (Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching) and
microloading effects i.e., the influence of microstructure topology (different widths and
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shape) on the etching process. A process-dependent feature of the Bosch process is rippled
sidewalls of the structures (Figure 1), which are unacceptable for some devices, for example,
when creating through-silicon vias (TSV), and these require additional processing [11–14].
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Figure 1. Schematic view of cross-section profile after the Bosch process silicon etching.

The Bosch process deep silicon etching (hundreds of microns deep) with a high aspect
ratio (>20) requires an appropriate choice of protective mask. There are several materials
compatible with dry etching processes and suitable for this purpose (Figure 2): silicon
dioxide and silicon nitride, metal masks, and photoresists [15–24]. Particular mask choice
can depend on not only selectivity but relies on available equipment and materials in the
laboratory. From this point of view, thermal silicon dioxide is one of the most commonly
used materials for MEMS devices. On the one hand, it provides high selectivity, which
makes it possible to fabricate complex designs and get microscale resolution. On the
other hand, silicon dioxide depositions and processing methods are well studied and
do not require large resources for optimization [25–27]. Moreover, silicon dioxide is not
susceptible to overheating during etching compared to photoresist masks and does not
have a micromasking effect opposite to using metal hard masks.
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Figure 2. Basic protective masks for the Bosch process and their selectivity.

There are is a standard sequence of basic operations to fabricate the required device
topology on a silicon substrate, which are surface preparation, photoresist spin coating,
photolithography, photoresist development, SiO2 etching, photoresist removal, and silicon
etching by the Bosch process (Figure 3). Optimizing process windows for each technology
step in this route allows selecting the device-dependent fabrication process and fixing
design rules for a specific MEMS device type.
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Figure 3. The sequence of operations for creating trenches in silicon.

One of the challenging issues of the Bosch process optimization is the complex in-
terplay between device design (topology dimensions and shape) and etch parameters.
Experimental studies show that the etching rate primarily depends on the trench width;
nevertheless, trench length and shape also affect the etching mechanism, but to a smaller
degree [28,29]. Furthermore, for higher aspect ratios due to changes in etching mixture
supply and removal conditions, the etching rate decreases with increasing depth (ARDE
effect) [30]. To etch microstructures with different dimensions and shape, one has to design
an etching process with overetch (for through etching of silicon), which needs a lager
etching process window and higher selectivity. The overetching step in the process can lead
to a notching effect, which takes place when the reactive mixture interacts with the bottom
dielectric surface (SiO2) of the substrate [31]. There are several ways to eliminate this
defect [32–34], but it requires additional process optimization and several additional steps.

Another worth mentioning aspect of the Bosch process is the design pattern density
impact on etching itself. According to the paper [35], local pattern density (microloading
effect) affects the etching rate within the radius of 4.5 mm decreasing it by 1.5% when the
density increases by 10%. There is research [36] showing that with an increase of etchable
area (fill factor) from 1% to 95%, the etching rate can change by a factor of 5. Moreover,
profile parameters as well as etching rate distribution over the sample (in the center and at
the edge) are also changed. On the other hand, there are papers [37,38] demonstrating a
small impact of microloading effect compared to the influence of trench width and aspect
ratio, which primarily determine the etching process results.

One can notice contradicting results and conclusions when analyzing etching process
optimization studies. The reasons for these mismatches lie in an enormous amount of
etching process parameters and definition of metrology methods for assessing the etching
output characteristics: selectivity, uniformity, etching rate, profile angle, and set of test
topologies. First, a set of test structures geometries has to be determined, which is necessary
and sufficient to characterize the Bosch etching process. It should contain a set of single
lines [34,39], dense lines, and more complex topological structures with different etching
depths and pattern densities [40–45]. However, despite the wide scope of research forming
the standard set of geometries for the Bosch test topology, there is no general approach
to cleaving methods for these microstructures in order to get a controllable high-quality
sample cross-section, which is critical for optimizing the Bosch deep-etching process.

There are several methods for the controlled cleaving of silicon substrates, for exam-
ple, preliminary micro-groove formation with subsequent thermal stress cleaving using
lasers [46–48]. On the other hand, cleaving can be performed by etching v-groove with the
sequential use of a diamond scriber [49]. Both approaches involve wet etching at the first
stage, which greatly complicates the overall cleaving technique. In addition, such methods
can result in destroying microstructures of small sizes. Adding transverse auxiliary lines
across all the microstructures is one of the possible solutions to get controlled cleavage [40],
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but it is unclear if these auxiliary lines affect the dimensions and etching process at in-
tersections. One of the most commonly used methods for cleaving silicon substrates for
inspection is diamond scribing across the crystallographic orientation of silicon. In this case,
a stressed layer formed with the scriber (Figure 4a) ensures the cleaving direction. However,
for deeply etched structures, short scratches at the edge of the substrate do not provide
effective cleaving; since such structures tend to fracture, the cleaving direction tends to be
uncontrolled. As the result, one needs to use long scratches through target microstructures
for better control of the cleaving (Figure 4b), but microstructures metrology suffers.
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Figure 4. The standard approach for sample cleaving with high trenches in silicon: (a) Small scratch
near the trench; (b) Long scratch crossing the trench.

Despite the relatively simple procedure of long scratch, the subsequent character-
ization of microstructures after the Bosch process becomes challenging. In most cases,
particularly for micrometer-scale structures, their upper part is destroyed after diamond
scribing with damage spreading downward due to a large number of stress concentrators
(Figure 5a). That is why this cleaving method is not suitable for further cross-section
analysis. Moreover, at higher local density (smaller pitch) of narrow microstructures,
etched silicon structures destruction can be observed during splitting or etching of the
sample (Figure 5b). Hence, the high-quality metrology method, which guarantees re-
producible cleaving process and cross-section profile measurements for various types of
microstructures, is required.
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Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of cleaving defects: (a) Destruction of the upper part of the
microstructure, which spreads downward due to the presence of a large number of stress concentrators; (b) Bending and
destruction of 2-µm structures under their weight due to additional etching at the intersection with auxiliary lines.
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As mentioned above, adding transverse auxiliary lines that are etched simultaneously
with test structures can be successfully used for the controlled cleaving technique [40].
However, there are a few unobvious points. It is worth noticing that cross-section measure-
ments of target microstructures are performed directly at these intersections and can cause
extremely big critical dimensions metrology errors. In this paper, we present our research
of interplay between different auxiliary cleaving elements and target microstructures with
dimensions from 2 to 50 µm. We experimentally compare two cleaving methods utilizing
various auxiliary microstructures: (1) etched transverse auxiliary lines of various widths
(from 5 to 100 µm) and positions crossing target microstructures; (2) etched dashed auxil-
iary lines. Based on this research, we propose a highly controllable defect-free cross-section
cleaving method utilizing dashed auxiliary lines with the stress concentrators for reliable
Bosch deep etching process optimization.

2. Materials and Methods

In all the experiments, we used 25 × 25 mm2 substrates diced from 100 mm diameter
p-type silicon wafers (10–20 Ω·cm) with the crystal orientation of <100>. Thermal oxide
with a thickness of 4 µm was deposited to be used as a hard mask layer. To pattern the
silicon dioxide layer, we used 4 µm thick Megaposit SPR220 photoresist. Pattern transfer
processes were carried out using a Heidelberg Instruments (Heidelberg, Germany) µPG101
laser lithography system. Topology transferring to a protective mask (SiO2) through SPR220
photoresist was carried out using reactive ion etching in a CHF3/Ar gases using an Oxford
PlasmaPro100 etcher. The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etcher also implemented
the Bosch process. Optical microscopy and field emission scanning electron microscopy
were used to measure critical dimensions both from the top surface of the samples and
cross-sections for the Bosch process quality control.

For deep anisotropic silicon etching, we used a three-stage Bosch process with steps
of passivation, breakthrough, and etching. The breakthrough step was designed to remove
the polymer predominantly from the bottom of structures characterized by a higher dis-
placement to the substrate. C4F8 was chosen as the passivating gas, the main etching gas
was SF6; for better removal of the polymer from the bottom of the trenches, O2 was added
at the stage of breakthrough and etching. The operating temperature during the process
was 5 ◦C. The key parameters of the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process are listed
in Table 1.

Table 1. Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) parameters of the used recipe in this study.

Step Inductively Coupled
Plasma (ICP) (W) Radiofrequency (RF) (W) Pressure (mTorr) Process Gases

Passivation

1200–1500

5 20
C4F8/SF6/O2

mixture
Breakthrough 50 30

Etching 5 40

Two main methods of creating auxiliary cleaving lines (Figure 6) for the Bosch process
characterization were chosen to compare their influence on target microstructures with
sizes from 2 to 50 µm. In the first and second cases, dashed and transverse auxiliary
crossing lines were formed during the etch process, and then substrates were cleaved along
these lines. The key difference between these cases is an absence of a direct intersection
between auxiliary lines and target microstructures. We analyzed various designs of stress
concentrators (Figure 6a) for dashed auxiliary cleaving lines. The degree of stress increase
depends primarily on the type and shape of the auxiliary line. The greater the cross-
sectional difference in the transition section and the sharper the transitions and undercuts,
the higher the local maximum stress occurs [50]. We choose angular structure as the main
shape because it provides up to 5 times higher maximum stress than the nominal one.
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Figure 6. Two methods of forming auxiliary cleaving lines: (a) Etched dashed auxiliary line with the stress concentrators;
(b) Transverse etched auxiliary crossing line.

In order to investigate the influence of the sample cleaving method, a test topology
was developed, which include the set of lines (with widths (W) from 2 to 50 µm and lengths
(L) of 1 mm) with ratio (width (W) to distance between lines (D)) of 1:1 and 1:10 for each
standard size. For all the structures with dashed auxiliary lines, the line width and the
distance from the line to the target microstructure was 20 µm (Figure 7a). For the structures
with transverse crossing lines, the width of the auxiliary line (S) was chosen as 5, 50, and
100 µm (Figure 7b). In all cleaving methods, the distance from the edge of the substrate to
the test lines was at least 7 mm.
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In addition, we tried to vary the position of the auxiliary line relative to target
microstructures (Figure 8c). A detailed list of the test structures is given in Table 2
and Figure 8.
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Table 2. Description of the test structure dimensions.

Type of Cleaving
Lines

Cleaving Lines Width
(S), µm Target Line Width (W), µm Target Line

Length (L), µm

Dashed auxiliary
lines 20

2 5 10 20 50 1000
Transverse crossing

auxiliary lines 5 50 100

We decided to set target microstructures with dashed auxiliary lines as a reference for
comparison with other types of lines (Figure 8b,c) because they have no direct intersections
with auxiliary lines (Figure 8a) and evidentially have no additional influence during the
etching process. It should be noted that fixed values of the dashed auxiliary line width of
20 µm (S) and the distance to the microstructure were chosen. When selecting it, we were
guided by the fact that auxiliary lines should be deep enough after etching and close enough
to target microstructures to control the cleaving. On the other hand, it should be as narrow
as possible to minimize its influence on the etching process of target microstructures.

We observed the destruction of 2 µm target lines with W:D = 1:1 ratio due to their
long length (1000 µm), which is not always the case for real MEMS devices (Figure 5b).
We found out that this destruction was caused by 2 µm structures weakness; they started
bending under their weight and additional reaction with process gases mixture.

3. Results

In this study, we performed a series of Bosch deep etching experiments to compare
the influence of cleaving methods on the quality and values of measured out process
parameters. The etch rate (V) was calculated as the total etch depth per number of Bosch
cycles. Selectivity was calculated as the ratio between silicon etching rates and silicon
dioxide etching rates. The profile angle (A) demonstrates the structure profile, when A is
less than 90, it tapers; when A is more than 90, it expands.

Table 3 shows the data for target lines from 2 to 50 µm with W:D = 1:1 ratio, and
Table 4—data for target lines with W:D = 1:10 ratio. The etching depth for 5 µm target lines
was at least 250 µm, and for 50 µm target lines, it was at least 500 µm in all the experiments.
That results in a maximum aspect ratio greater than 50 and a minimum aspect ratio of at
least 10.
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Table 3. Deep etching experimental results for target microstructures with aspect ratio W:D = 1:1.

Type of Cleaving
Auxiliary Lines

Process
Parameter

Target Lines Width

2 µm * 5 µm 10 µm 20 µm 50 µm

Dashed auxiliary lines
(Reference)
(S = 20 µm)

V, µm/cycle - 0.292 0.356 0.411 0.527

Selectivity - 126 154 178 243

A, degree - 89.94 90.06 90.21 90.38

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 5 µm)

V, µm/cycle - 0.282 0.355 0.412 0.516

Selectivity - 122 153 178 223

A, degree - 89.39 90.45 90.28 90.41

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 50 µm)

V, µm/cycle - 0.237 0.340 0.519 0.533

Selectivity - 102 147 225 231

A, degree - 89.51 89.26 89.46 90.07

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 100 µm, center)

V, µm/cycle - 0.263 0.268 0.492 0.501

Selectivity - 114 116 213 217

A, degree - 89.49 88.98 88.96 89.56

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 100 µm, edge)

V, µm/cycle 0.165 0.249 0.356 0.533 0.534

Selectivity 72 108 154 231 231

A, degree - 89.38 89.35 89.44 89.43

* Target line with the width of 2 µm was broken.

Table 4. Deep etching experimental results for target microstructures with aspect ratio W:D = 1:10.

Type of Cleaving Line
Process

Parameter
Target Lines Width

2 µm 5 µm 10 µm 20 µm 50 µm

Dashed auxiliary lines
(Reference)
(S = 20 µm)

V, µm/cycle 0.230 0.287 0.346 0.417 0.523

Selectivity 93 116 140 168 211

A, degree 89.58 89.87 89.98 90.15 90.35

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 5 µm)

V, µm/cycle 0.167 0.283 0.349 0.432 0.510

Selectivity 72 123 151 187 221

A, degree 89.34 90.83 90.32 89.38 89.93

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 50 µm)

V, µm/cycle 0.285 0.224 0.319 0.486 0.524

Selectivity 123 97 138 210 227

A, degree 89.80 89.49 89.20 88.57 89.28

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 100 µm, center)

V, µm/cycle 0.117 0.175 0.262 0.459 0.519

Selectivity 51 76 113 199 225

A, degree 89.72 89.44 89.36 88.92 89.36

Transverse auxiliary lines
(S = 100 µm, edge)

V, µm/cycle 0.145 0.224 0.327 0.437 0.548

Selectivity 63 97 141 189 237

A, degree 89.72 89.61 89.20 88.41 88.68
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Target microstructures with dashed auxiliary lines were chosen as a reference for
comparison with other types of lines, as they have no direct intersections with auxiliary
lines and have no additional treatment during etching.

A pretty general tendency of increasing the etching rate with increased target line
width can be observed on the graphs (Figure 9) based on the tabular data (Tables 3 and 4).
One can easily notice a huge difference in data and curve character for the same target
microstructures depends on the cleaving method.
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In general, we can see no tendency for the target line’s width to influence its profile
angle (Figure 10). However, one can observe a clear dependence of cleaving method on the
profile angle, as the auxiliary transverse lines influence differently the target line profiles.
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Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate direct the evidence that the cleaving method can result
in both quantitative and qualitative mistakes in Bosch deep etching process research.
It is very important to estimate the influence of metrology techniques on Bosch deep
etching process output parameters and carefully choose nondestructive auxiliary lines for
efficient cleaving.

4. Discussion
4.1. Influence of the Auxiliary Cleaving Lines on the Etching Rate

Based on the results obtained on etching rates for target microstructures with different
types of auxiliary line intersection, we found out that for the sub-10 µm target lines etching
rate becomes higher without intersection (dashed reference line, S = 20 µm). At the same
time, for >10 µm target lines, the highest etching rate is observed when crossing with wide
auxiliary lines (S = 50 µm and S = 100 µm) and the lowest, on the contrary, is observed for
reference dashed auxiliary lines (S = 20 µm, Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Etching rate change depending on cleaving auxiliary lines type and target lines width.

In addition, for transverse crossing auxiliary lines, a steplike transition in etching rate
is observed in the range from 10 to 20 µm (up to 85%), which indicates a qualitative change
in the etching process. For target microstructures without intersection with auxiliary lines,
the maximum etching rate change in the range from 10 to 20 µm is only about 15%.

4.2. Influence of the Auxiliary Cleaving Lines on Etching Behavior

While analyzing a lot of target microstructures cross-sections with scanning electron
microscopy (for different cleaving methods), we observed clear evidence and the source
of change in etching behavior. We noticed that target lines with dashed auxiliary lines
(reference, without intersection) have no profile narrowing during etching when the etching
depth becomes bigger. Their shape was retained until the end of the etching. On the other
hand, when switching to S = 5 µm transverse auxiliary lines, the “second” structure profile
appeared (Figure 12b) at the intersection with the target structure, forming a narrower
trench. For wider transverse auxiliary lines, for example, S = 100 µm, significant narrowing
of the profile took place—up to complete stop of the etching process, which was observed
for W < 20 µm in many cases (Figure 12c).

This change in etching behavior is associated with silicon “build-up” defects forming
during the Bosch deep etching process. “Build-up” defects occur due to increased polymer
formation at intersection areas, which prevents target microstructures etching and leads
to the narrowing of trenches gradually. The reason is a local area of intersection, where
additional geometry appears in the form of corners of target microstructures. Corners are
subjected to additional action of ions on each side, which leads to more efficient polymer
formation due to sticking coefficient increase [51–53]; moreover, the character of supply
and removal of the gases mixture into the trench changes. Additionally, big grooves are
formed at the bottom of the structure in the area of intersection, which may indicate local
charge forming (on dielectric “build-up” defects) and etching particles deflection forming
an additional etched area around (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Twenty µm wide target lines profiles comparison for different cleaving lines: (a) Dashed auxiliary line (reference);
(b) 5 µm wide transverse crossing auxiliary lines (S = 5 µm); (c) 100 µm wide transverse crossing auxiliary lines (S = 100 µm).
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Figure 13. SEM images of “build-up” defects and etched groove formation in the area of intersection
target microstructures and 20 µm wide transverse crossing auxiliary lines.

It is well known that narrowing defects of the target microstructures can be the result
of non-optimal Bosch process parameters, but not the geometry features of auxiliary lines.
However, in this case, a comparison of the lines with and without crossing auxiliary lines
showed that in the intersection area without crossing, there are no “build-up” defects or it
is much fewer (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Top view SEM images of the intersection area: (a) Transverse crossing auxiliary lines; (b) Dashed auxiliary lines.

Thinking about industry applications, one can notice that there are no devices with
straight lines only in topology. Therefore, when designing a test topology set or developing
devices, it is important to precisely control intersection areas and any deviations of the
shape from a straight line. Polymerization at the intersections during the Bosch deep
etching process is the most critical for topologies with microscale critical dimensions
(Figure 15).
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4.3. Influence of the Position of the Auxiliary Cleaving Lines

We experimentally confirmed that the position of transverse crossing auxiliary lines
(S = 100 µm) also affects the trench etching process. The etching rate becomes higher when
target structures intersect transverse crossing auxiliary lines at the edge for both W:D = 1:1
and W:D = 1:10. At the areas where the array of target lines switches to single target
lines, a significant narrowing of trenches is observed. This effect is the result of increased
polymerization in the Bosch process due to a local decrease in structure density at the
intersections with the constant supply of gas mixture at the same time. For topologies with
a centered position of transverse crossing auxiliary lines (S = 100 µm), the profiles of target
structures for W:D = 1:1 and W:D = 1:10 are almost the same.
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4.4. Influence of the Auxiliary Cleaving Lines on the Profile Angle

The influence of “build-up” defects on profile angle at the intersections of target
structures with transverse crossing auxiliary lines is significant. Comparing the graphs
(Figures 9 and 10), one can see that on average, target structures with transverse cross-
ing auxiliary lines are much narrower than structures without intersection. The graph
(Figure 16) shows the relative narrowing of the structures profile per its width.
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It should be noted that for sub-20µm trenches with transverse-crossing auxiliary lines,
profile narrowing can reach up to 85% from the original trench width, and for structures
wider than 20 µm, it can reach up to 40%. For lines without intersections, the maximum
deviation does not reach more than 12% of the original trench width.

4.5. Influence of the Distance between Target Microstructures

For target microstructures without intersection (dashed auxiliary lines S = 20 µm), the
maximum difference between the etching rates for W:D = 1:1 and W:D = 1:10 was 2.5% for
W = 10 µm. The change in the profile angle for this type of target line was also minor. As
the width of transverse crossing auxiliary lines increases (from S = 5 µm to S = 100 µm),
the difference between single lines (W:D = 1:10) and an array of lines (W:D = 1:1) become
bigger from 5% to 33%, which indicates a large contribution of line density to the etching
pattern. It is also worth noting that for most types of intersecting structures (transverse
crossing auxiliary lines), the etching rate is higher at W:D = 1:1. This phenomenon may be
associated with a change in the distribution mechanism of the polymer. With an increase
in the local density of trenches, the depletion of the active polymer mixture occurs, and
consequently, the etching rate increases.

5. Conclusions

Various types of auxiliary lines for controlled cleaving of DRIE silicon substrate were
analyzed and tested for target microstructures with a width from 2 to 50 µm and an aspect
ratio of more than 10. The most common cleaving method utilizing crystallography orien-
tated scratch features in silicon (using diamond scriber) is uncontrollable, not reproducible,
and not accurate enough for many types of microstructures. Cleaving methods based on
transverse auxiliary lines for splitting substrates with microstructures are much more reli-
able and accurate. In this article, we experimentally confirmed that the intersection areas of
target microstructures with auxiliary lines lead to narrowing of the profile during the Bosch
process due to a change in supply and removal flows of polymerizing gas mixture. The
wider the auxiliary lines, the narrower the target structures at the intersections. According
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to our experiments, the best cleaving results for all types of target microstructures can be
received with dashed auxiliary lines with sharp end-forming stress concentrators. This
cleaving method makes it possible to control the characteristics of the sample without
adding etching defects. The etching behavior of single target lines and dense target lines
(arrays) changed in case of intersecting transverse crossing auxiliary lines but remained
unchanged for the dashed auxiliary line.
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